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The nervous system contains a toolbox of motor programs in the brainstem and spinal cord – that is, neuronal repertoire required for survival, including locomotion, posture, eye movements, breathing, chewing, swallowing and expression of emotions. The neural mechanisms responsible for selecting which motor program should be recruited at a given instant are the focus of this review. Motor programs are kept under tonic inhibition by GABAergic pallidal neurons (the output nuclei of the basal ganglia). The motor programs can be relieved from pallidal inhibition through activation of striatal neurons at the input stage of the basal ganglia. It is argued that the striatum has a prominent role in selecting which motor program should be called into action.

Introduction

The only output of the nervous system is the motor system, whether in cognition or action. Nervous systems are equipped with several motor programs along the neuraxis (Figure 1) that serve essential needs such as locomotion, posture, breathing, eye movements, feeding, chewing, swallowing, bowel and bladder functions, and reproductive motor behaviours [1-4]. The networks underlying these different motor behaviours result from innate programming of CNS circuits, combined with epigenetic arrangements that lead to the development of appropriate and fine-tuned motor programs. One simple example of the latter can be taken from the family of withdrawal reflexes. A painful stimulus to a skin region will result in a precise withdrawal reflex, removing the skin region from the stimulus owing to activation of an appropriate combination of muscles. In neonatal rodents, the same skin stimulus will result in the ‘correct’ withdrawal direction only by chance – programmed learning takes place at the spinal level during the first few weeks after birth, when responses in the incorrect directions are attenuated through synaptic plasticity resulting from activation of touch and pressure stimuli [5,6].

In this review, we will initially consider the general design of the vertebrate motor system and a few of the many different motor programs. We will subsequently discuss the neural mechanisms by which motor programs are called into action – a crucial and less-well-understood aspect of motor behaviour. In particular, we will focus on the prominent but often overlooked role of the basal ganglia in control of brainstem circuits, rather than on the role of the thalamocortical projections, which has received due attention elsewhere and is discussed in countless textbooks. The role of cerebellum in fine-tuning of movements and error-based learning is outside the scope of this review.

Some species stand and walk directly after birth, others take their time

The newborn of some species are very immature, and take a long time to mature; for example, human babies can maintain upright posture (stand) and begin to walk only after around one year. By contrast, species such as horses or antelopes can not only stand but also run on four legs a few minutes after birth, and a chick born around three weeks after fertilization (!) can not only stand but also walk on two legs directly after hatching, and even pick grains from the floor with sufficient visuomotor accuracy to feed [3]. The motor program underlying the basic sequential activation of different muscles that occurs during each step-cycle of locomotion is located in the spinal cord, but it is activated and controlled from command centres in the brainstem in all vertebrates, from cyclostomes to primates (Box 1). Humans thus have a very protracted maturation process, lasting for more than a decade, although the basic motor tasks do not appear significantly more complex than those of our fellow vertebrates such as cheetahs, eagles or squirrels. In fact, primates and especially humans appear to excel rather in the versatility of their motor systems, particularly those of the human hand and the motor coordination underlying speech. Through maturation and learning, control of the hand and fingers is refined, and at around the age of five a child can handle bimanual tasks such as tying shoelaces. Learning capacity is no doubt the largest during childhood and, by extending the maturation process, the ability to acquire more skills will most likely be enlarged at the expense of a longer period of immaturity and dependence on parental care.
**Orientation movements**

At the next level of complexity after basic motor tasks are motor programs that control eye and body orientation towards different objects in the surrounding world. Different senses can contribute to this, such as echolocation in bats, electrorception in some fish and, in most vertebrates, visuomotor coordination. The motor programs elicited from the tectum (superior colliculus) control orientation movements \[7,8\]. Stimulation of different loci within the superior colliculus results in saccadic eye movements in different directions and amplitudes. Activation of different parts of this tectal motor map thus result in eye movements towards different parts of the surrounding world \[9,10\] followed, as a rule, by an orientation of head and body towards the point of interest \[11\]. The same structures are likely to be important during ongoing locomotion, when orientation movements result in steering towards the point of interest, and also during reaching movements.

**Motor programs underlying the expression of emotions**

Many of the motor programs that we might think of as learnt, such as the expression of emotions, are innate. Adult humans, from all parts of the world, express at least seven different characteristic expressions that are easily interpreted by other humans (crying, smiling, laughter, fear, anger, frowning and dismay). These different emotions are each expressed by a characteristic motor program that activates an innately determined combination of facial muscles \[12–15\]. All humans are thus able to express the same emotions by using the same motor programs, although individuals from different subcultures will probably laugh at different things.

**Vertebrates depend on a basic motor repertoire coordinated from subcortical structures**

The basic motor repertoire described here, from withdrawal reflexes and breathing to locomotion, posture and saccadic eye (orientation) movements, is required for survival. These programs rely for their execution to a large extent on command centres and neuronal networks located at a subcortical level \[4\]. Highly evolved vertebrates such as the cat can perform this basic motor repertoire, even without the involvement of the cerebral cortex. Cats decorticated at birth move around gracefully and display goal-directed locomotion – the uninformed observer would see no or little difference in movement pattern from that of an animal with its cortex intact. Such decorticated cats can successfully search for food and eat, and also use their forelimbs for exploratory movements to determine which path to select from a platform to reach the floor \[16\]. These findings emphasize the remarkable ability of subcortical structures to process information required for the basic survival motor repertoire without the cerebral cortex. Under these conditions, the thalamic input to the basal ganglia is likely to be particularly important in the interpretation of sensory information and in the selection of appropriate motor behaviour. Of course, these findings from decorticate mammals do not mean that vertebrates do not normally also utilize cortical processing during such motor tasks.

**Mechanisms for selection of motor programs – role for the basal ganglia**

The nervous system thus contains several different motor programs designed to solve a variety of motor tasks, from ‘simple’ to complex (Figure 1). These movements are coordinated in the same way by all individuals of a given
Box 1. Neural control of locomotion – an example of the organization of one motor program

The networks underlying locomotion are located at the spinal level – for tetrapods, with one compound network or central pattern generator (CPG) for each limb (Figure 1). The limb CPGs can be further subdivided into unit CPGs controlling individual joints [27]. The spinal networks are activated by reticulospinal neurons, which in turn are activated from one of two command centres – the mesencephalic (MLR) and the diencephalic (DLR) locomotor regions (Figure 1a). This organization is conserved throughout vertebrate evolution [4,27,58]. When, for instance, the MLR of a fish is stimulated, the fish starts swimming, and the more its MLR is stimulated the faster it will swim; if the MLR of a mammal is stimulated, the mammal will start walking and with progressively greater strength it will change from walking to trotting to galloping (Figure 1b); in a bird, stimulation of the MLR will induce walking followed by flight. The MLR, in turn, is under tonic inhibition from the pallidal output nuclei [23–27,59] (Box 2), and when this inhibition is relieved, locomotion will be initiated.

Obviously, activation of the spinal locomotor program provides only a template for the type of movement that will be recruited, and various other control signals are required to generate a goal-directed well-adapted pattern of locomotion.

- Supraspinal drive on the spinal CPGs will determine whether the locomotor movements will be slow or fast, and thereby the degree of activation of different motoneurons and muscles.
- Overall direction of the movements is determined by an additional steering command superimposed on the basic locomotor activity (e.g. turn left or right; Figure 1c).
- The motor pattern must be adapted to the terrain (to avoid each stumbling stone), mostly through visuomotor coordination. Such precision walking occurs through tuning of the locomotor movements mediated at least partially through corticospinal pathways. They contribute both to reaching tasks and to the accurate positioning of the feet required during precise locomotion [60–62], when they have a high level of activity; by contrast, corticospinal pathways are not significantly involved when walking over a flat surface.
- Overall posture during locomotion also varies: a cat planning an attack on a prey has a low crouching locomotion, whereas in wet snow it might walk with very stiff straight legs. Humans excel in such adaptations.

All this testifies to the need for highly flexible neural organization.

---

**Figure 1. General control strategy for vertebrate locomotion.**

(a) Locomotion is initiated by increased activity in reticulospinal neurons (RS) of brainstem locomotor centres (the diencephalic locomotor region (DLR) and mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR)), which activate the central spinal network. This in turn, in close interaction with sensory feedback, produces the locomotor pattern. Experimentally, the spinal central pattern generators can be activated or modulated by different transmitter agonists. With increased activation of the locomotor centre, the speed of locomotion will also increase (b). In quadrupeds, this also leads to a shift in interlimb coordination, from walk to trot and then to gallop. The basal ganglia exert a tonic inhibitory influence on different motor centres, controlling eye movements, posture, locomotion and feeding. Once a pattern of locomotion is selected, the inhibition is released, in this case enabling the locomotor centre in the brainstem to be activated. Experimentally, locomotion can also be elicited pharmacologically by administration of excitatory amino acid agonists and by sensory input. (c) Asymmetric activation of reticulospinal neurons gives rise to asymmetric output on the left (L) or the right (R) side. This results in a turning movement to one side or the other.

---

The different motor programs form a species-specific toolbox or motor infrastructure [4,17] that can be ‘called upon’ to initiate a given pattern of motor behaviour (Figure 1).

Most neuroscientists tacitly assume that the cerebral cortex is responsible for the initiation of any goal-directed behaviour. From the preceding paragraphs it follows, however, that a behaviourally meaningful and varied motor pattern can be elicited without the cerebral cortex. There must thus be subcortical structures that can determine when a given motor program should be selected and called into action. By far the most likely candidate structures are the basal ganglia. In intact animals, they – and in particular their input layer, the striatum – have a fundamental role in motor activity. Reduced dopamine innervation of the striatum results in hypokinesia and difficulty in initiating different motor patterns, including facial expressions [15]; conversely, enhanced striatal dopamine activity will instead give rise to hyperkinesia (i.e. premature or unintentioned activation of motor
programs). These examples in themselves provide convincing evidence that the striatum has a prominent role in the selection of motor behaviour.

Output nuclei of the basal ganglia keep brainstem motor centres under tonic inhibition

The output nuclei of the basal ganglia (the substantia nigra pars reticulata, globus pallidus pars interna and ventral pallidum) will be referred to here as the pallidum (Box 2). These nuclei project to many subcortical motor structures, in addition to the thalamocortical neurons that are the focus of most textbook accounts. The most well-known subcortical example is that of the tectum (superior colliculus), which contains a saccadic motor map within which each local site specifies the direction and amplitude of a given saccadic eye movement [7,18,19]. There are also pallidal projections to the mesencephalic locomotor region (from which locomotion is initiated) and to brainstem areas that control postural tone [20–27]. The pallidal output neurons are inhibitory (GABAergic) and unusual in that they have a high level of resting activity (~90 Hz), thus keeping their target neurons (those of motor programs) under tonic inhibition (Figure 2). In a function-specific way, subpopulations of pallidal neurons project to different brainstem motor centres. During resting-level activity, they appear to keep the different motor centres under tonic inhibition [4,18], thereby preventing them from being activated unless the pallidal inhibitory control is blocked through striatal action.

The input region (the striatum) might have a ‘filter’ function

In contrast to those in the pallidum, neurons in the input region of the basal ganglia (the striatum) have a high threshold for activation and receive excitatory input from different regions of the cerebral cortex. In addition, they receive a prominent input directly from thalamic nuclei (intralaminar, mediodorsal, ventralis lateralis and anterior nuclei) that has received much less attention [28–32]. The striatal medium spiny output neurons are also inhibitory (GABAergic) and have a low-activity profile during resting conditions. They are essentially silent, and have membrane properties that give them a high threshold for activation. For example, they express inward-rectifier K⁺ (Kir) conductances; these remain open at hyperpolarized membrane potentials but close if the cell becomes depolarized. Striatal medium spiny output neurons thus tend to remain in a stabilized, silent hyperpolarized ‘down state’ [33,34], except when they receive a strong excitatory input. In this case, when Kir conductances are deactivated, a type of plateau depolarization, an ‘up state’ (close to firing threshold; Figure 3), is induced – this can make them become depolarized for a protracted period. If these neurons receive additional synaptic excitatory drive, they also fire action potentials at a low rate. Dopaminergic innervation (via D₁ receptors) facilitates the transition from the down state to the up state, through action on different ion channel subtypes in the medium spiny neurons. Without dopamine, it is difficult to obtain transition to an up state [34,35]. A striatal neuron in the presence of dopamine thus actually has three possible states [36]: an inactive down state; a depolarized up state, when the neuron can easily be recruited into firing if it receives additional excitation; and a state when it has been recruited into activity and thereby can affect the pallidum (Figure 3 legend).

Box 2. Different structures included in the basal ganglia, as referred to in this review

| Input stage | Output stage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Referred to here as the striatum. Comprises: Dorsal striatum: putamen and caudate nucleus Ventral striatum: nucleus accumbens</td>
<td>Referred to here as the pallidum. Comprises: Globus pallidus pars interna Substantia nigra pars reticulata Ventral pallidum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclei within the basal ganglia</th>
<th>Cortex and thalamic inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subthalamic nucleus</td>
<td>Excitatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globus pallidus pars externa</td>
<td>Inhibitory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Basic building blocks of the basal ganglia, from a functional perspective. Inhibitory groups of neurons are indicated in blue, excitatory groups in red. The output stage of the basal ganglia is the pallidum, which includes several output nuclei (substantia nigra pars reticulata, and the dorsal and ventral pallidum) all characterized by GABAergic neurons with a high resting level of activity (~90 Hz). These pallidal neurons target a large number of brainstem nuclei, in addition to their well-known thalamocortical targets (not illustrated). Subgroups of pallidal neurons project to the command neurons of several different motor programs (those for saccadic eye movements, locomotion and postural tone), and prevent them from being active under resting conditions. When the pallidal neurons in turn are inhibited by the striatum, a motor program can be released (compare spike trains to the right, illustrating correlated activity of striatal neurons, pallidal neurons and neurons of a motor program). The striatal neurons can thus induce activity and release or select a motor program (right half of the blue box representing the striatum). These neurons have a high threshold for activation, and their excitatory input is provided directly from the thalamus and extensively from different cortical regions (upper red box). Their membrane properties stabilize a hyperpolarized level owing to their specific membrane properties (referred to as down state). The transition to an up state due to excitation is facilitated by dopamine (via D₁ receptors). A subgroup of striatal neurons with different properties is indicated on the left. Their activity is depressed by dopamine and they are instead connected to the globus pallidus pars externa, as indicated by a blue connecting neuron to the left, which in turn disinhibits the excitatory subthalamic neurons. These also receive input directly from the cortex, and they add excitation to the pallidal neurons – thus, they can brake or terminate a motor program (or part of a motor program).
Medium spiny projection neurons dominate in striatum (95%), and they interact to some degree through local GABAergic collaterals that activate conventional GABA$_A$ Cl$^-$ channels. In these neurons, however, the Cl$^-$ equilibrium potential is comparatively depolarized [37] and close to that of the up state [37–39], therefore perhaps providing facilitation of this state. Some neurons that do not interact through GABAergic collaterals are instead coupled by gap junctions [40]. There are also intrinsic cholinergic ‘as Piney’ modulatory neurons that project to the spines of the medium spiny neurons. Within single spines, they oppose the action of D$_1$ receptors on the glutamatergic input synapses from the cortex. The latter can display long-term synaptic plasticity [34] that is potentiated by dopamine. Finally, there is also a small population of GABAergic interneurons, of three subtypes, that synapse on the striatal medium spiny neurons. The most well characterized of these are fast-spiking interneurons projecting to the soma and proximal dendrites [36,41,42], presumably influencing whether a medium spiny neuron will be active or not [43] (see also [34,35,42]). The connectivity within the striatum has begun to be unravelled, but the integrative significance of the intrastriatal networks, and the subdivision into cellular compartments such as striosomes and matrosomes, remain largely to be elucidated [28,35,44].

**Figure 3.** Important factors for the down and up states in medium spiny neurons. To the left is a schematic drawing of the transition from a down to an up state in a medium spiny neuron (MSN) of the GABAergic, substance-P-expressing subtype. The down state is stabilized by K$^+$ currents of the inward-rectifier type (Kir). An excitatory input from the cortex or thalamus (red, right) can depolarize the MSN so that it is transferred to an up state and Kir will then be turned off. MSNs are unusual in that their Cl$^-$ equilibrium potential is comparatively depolarized and close to the membrane potential of the up state. This could mean that the lateral GABAergic interaction between MSNs can to some degree facilitate the occurrence of an up state. During the up state, an MSN can respond to additional excitation with action potentials; only then can it act on pallidal neurons and possibly disinhibit a motor target. The transition from a down state to an up state is facilitated by dopamine, as indicated. MSN neurons thus have three states: a down state, an up state and, with further depolarization, a state in which they fire action potentials.

**Striatopallidal pathway for inducing movements**

One major population of striatal spiny neurons (GABAergic neurons, expressing substance P and dopamine receptors predominantly of the D$_1$ type) projects directly to the pallidal output neurons (Figure 2, right). If a subgroup of such striatal neurons is activated [45], it provides strong inhibition to a subpopulation of pallidal neurons (which have a high resting activity) and thereby disinhibits target neurons in a motor centre (e.g. the superior colliculus, which is responsible for releasing a saccade in a given direction or releasing locomotor or postural control centres [18]). Thus, when a subpopulation of striatal neurons is activated, it will indirectly remove the tonic inhibition from the particular target motor centre, and thereby activate its motor program. Whether a motor centre will be activated or not could thus be determined by the combined cortical and thalamic input to a particular subgroup of striatal neurons. For instance, focal activation within the ventral striatum (by electrical stimulation or by local application of glutamate agonists or dopamine) will initiate locomotor activity via disinhibition of the mesencephalic locomotor region [46,47]. The relative ease by which striatal neurons can be made to shift to an up state is influenced significantly by the degree of activity in the dopamine system [34]. The dopamine input thus has a gating function in striatum. One can even argue that the striatum functions as a filter for cortical and thalamic excitatory input, and only transmits when sufficient excitatory input and dopamine activation is provided to make the relevant striatal neurons shift to an up state, enabling spike activity.

**Pathways for braking or terminating motor activity**

The basal ganglia also contain a structure, the glutamatergic subthalamic nucleus, that can rapidly terminate activity in a motor program by exciting the inhibitory pallidal output neurons (Figure 2 left). The subthalamic nucleus receives excitation directly in a somatotopic fashion from the cortex [48], and disinhibition via a so-called indirect pathway from the striatum via the globus pallidus pars externa. The latter is controlled by a separate set of striatal neurons (GABAergic, expressing enkephalin and dopamine receptors predominantly of the D$_2$ type) with different properties from those that induce motor behaviour. They can thus effectively terminate the activity in a motor centre. Dopamine acts via D$_2$ receptors on this subset of striatal neurons and has a depressing effect, rather than a facilitating effect, as in the other subgroup of medium spiny cells in the striatum, which express D$_1$ receptors. The two subtypes of striatal cell are in reality intermingled, but the two circuits with opposite function are drawn separately as two boxes in Figure 2. To terminate a motor act with great precision is often as important as its initiation. Two complementary mechanisms contribute: the one already discussed here and in addition the cessation of activity in the striatal ‘on system’.

Neurons in the globus pallidus pars externa are GABAergic and interact in a reciprocal fashion with the glutamatergic subthalamic neurons. Their membrane properties are such that they form a network that easily oscillates [49], and might also contribute to symptoms in Parkinson’s disease. In addition the globus pallidus pars externa provides inhibitory input to striatal fast-spiking interneurons that are activated from both the cortex and the thalamus.

**Basal ganglia structure and function are conserved throughout vertebrate evolution**

From cyclostomes [11,50–52] to mammals, the basal ganglia remain a well-conserved structure [30,31], with the same basic neuronal organization and dependence on
dopamine innervation as a gating mechanism. Reduced dopamine input to the striatum enhances the threshold for eliciting any motor behaviour (hypokinesia), probably owing to an increased threshold for inducing an up state in the striatal medium spiny neurons. Conversely, an enhanced dopamine level (as can occur during L-DOPA treatment) will facilitate the transition to the up state, and lead to hyperkinesias and motor patterns that are released even without any intention of the patient [34,53]. In primates, the basal ganglia have expanded markedly in parallel with the cerebral cortex. The thalamic input to the striatum has received little attention compared with the cortical input, despite its prominence [30]. The thalamic input to striatum might be particularly important in lower vertebrates.

The basal ganglia are here considered to be a crucial element in the process of selecting different motor programs, particularly the striatum, with its wide input from the cerebral cortex and thalamus and its high threshold for being switched from a down state to the transmitting up state (requiring appropriate dopamine tone). Subpopulations of neurons in the striatum determine the activity level in specific subpopulations of neurons in pallidum, which in turn disinhibit their specific target motor program. Thus, reduced or abolished activity of the pallidal neurons (in the substantia nigra pars reticulata) that project to different parts of the superior colliculus motor map contributes to release of a direction-specific saccadic eye movement. Likewise, reduced or abolished activity of pallidal neurons that project to the mesencephalic locomotor region or the pedunculopontine nucleus will initiate locomotor activity [4,26,27] or affect the degree of postural tone [23–25], respectively. Pallidal inhibitory output to the thalamus and back to the cortex might similarly enhance excitability in target areas in the frontal lobe that are involved in cortically derived motor patterns. Thus, a motor program similar to that for locomotion can be released by removal of pallidal inhibition. The activity of this disinhibited motor program might, in addition, be directly influenced by other structures that could contribute to the overall motor outflow.

For the hypothesized function of the striatum in selection of motor programs, a certain level of tonic dopamine activity is required. In addition to this role for dopamine, a vast literature demonstrates that dopamine activity is required. In addition to this role for selection of motor programs, a certain level of tonic dopamine activity is required. A given motor centre can be recruited into action by disinhibition, due to a striatal inhibition of the appropriate pallidal neurons. It is argued that a major role of the basal ganglia is to select which motor behaviours should be generated in a given instant. Striatal neurons have a high threshold for activation, due to their intrinsic membrane properties, and tend to remain in a down state. Under an appropriate level of dopamine activation, striatal neurons can respond to a sufficiently large excitatory input from the cortex and thalamus, with an up state that permits them to respond with action potentials and to affect their target pallidal neurons. This mechanism could thus be regarded as providing a filter that prevents action, until a sufficient level of excitation has been received. The level required will to a large extent be determined by the level of dopamine activity.

Concluding remarks

The major inhibitory output from the ventral and dorsal pallidum targets different brainstem motor centres. Under resting conditions, the brainstem motor centres are thus under tonic inhibition. A given motor centre can be recruited into action by disinhibition, due to a striatal inhibition of the appropriate pallidal neurons. It is argued that a major role of the basal ganglia is to select which motor behaviours should be generated in a given instant. Striatal neurons have a high threshold for activation, due to their intrinsic membrane properties, and tend to remain in a down state. Under an appropriate level of dopamine activation, striatal neurons can respond to a sufficiently large excitatory input from the cortex and thalamus, with an up state that permits them to respond with action potentials and to affect their target pallidal neurons. This mechanism could thus be regarded as providing a filter that prevents action, until a sufficient level of excitation has been received. The level required will to a large extent be determined by the level of dopamine activity.
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